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Below in the city and the plantations, we did not exist. Our lives were worth less than the machines and the animals. We were like rocks, like plants along the road. We did not have voices. We did not have faces. We did not have names. We did not have tomorrow. We did not exist.
. . . Then we went to the mountains. . . . The mountains told us to take up arms to have a voice, it told us to cover our faces to have a visage, it told us to forget our names so that we could be named, it told us to protect our past so that we could have a tomorrow.
. . . Behind our black faces, behind our armed voice, behind our unnamed name, behind those of us that you see, behind us is you, behind us are the same simple and ordinary men and women that are found in all ethnic and racial groups, that paint themselves in all colors, that speak in all languages, and that live in all places.
The same forgotten men and women. The same excluded people.
xiii The same people who are not tolerated. The same people who are persecuted.
We are the same as you. Behind us is you.
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The rights to be heard, to be seen, to be recognized, and to be respected are at the core of much indigenous organizing throughout the Americasfrom Mexico, to Guatemala, to Ecuador, to Bolivia, and beyond. This book sets out to explain the unprecedented and uneven emergence of these Latin American indigenous movements. They have assumed a dominant role in social movements and have increasingly come to shape political agendas throughout the region. In the process, they have demanded a voice and a seat in places that once ignored indigenous peoples. They have struggled for equal treatment, just as they have demanded local autonomy.
I thank, first and foremost, the indigenous activists who spent so many hours talking with me about indigenous communities, movements, and politics in Ecuador, Bolivia, and Peru -the countries that form the core of this book. While those conversations took place several years ago, they are still very much alive for me. I would particularly like to acknowledge Ampam Karakras, José María Cabascango, and Leonardo Viteri, in Ecuador; Jenaro Flores, Constantino Lima, and Marcial Fabricano in Bolivia; and Bonifacio Cruz and Evaristo Nukjuag in Peru. Some among this list welcomed me into their homes; others brought me to conferences and workshops; others sat down countless times to talk with me about indigenous movements and democracy; they all opened up doors that allowed me to talk to other indigenous activists and leaders. I am indebted to them all for their insight and generosity, without which I could not have written this book. So too, several Latin American scholar-activists helped me to navigate new and uncharted waters, helping me to decipher and to amplify the wealth of experiences, books, and ideas. In particular, I want to thank Xavier Albó, Ricardo Calla, María Eugenia Choque, Carlos Mamani, and Ramiro Molina in Bolivia and Juan Bottasso, Ampam Karakras, Diego Iturralde, Jorge León, and Galo Ramón in Ecuador. Each of these scholars helped me to better understand contemporary politics in the region and to make sense of the political similarities and differences among the countries situated in the Andean-Amazon corridor. thanks, moreover, to those students at Harvard and Princeton and colleagues at the Institute for Popular Democracy who took seminars with me on power and protest, social movements, and ethnic politics and citizenship. All of these seminar discussions helped to crystallize many of the ideas discussed in these pages.
This Lewis Bateman is a phenomenal editor: insightful, expedient, savvy, and witty. He made it a delight to work with Cambridge University Press and found two reviewers, Charles Tilly and Elisabeth Wood, who were characteristically wise, thoughtful, and provocative. Their critiques made this a much better book than it would have been otherwise. I also want to thank Edna Lloyd who helped me format the final manuscript with great diligence, speed, and kindness; Christine Dunn for the copyediting; Becky Hornyak for the index; Prerna Singh and William T. Barndt for proofing; and Sorat Tungkasiri for sharpening the photograph pictured on the book's cover.
Finally, I turn to my family. Writing this book would not have been as fun, engaging, and thought provoking had it not been for John Gershman, my partner. John traveled with me throughout Latin America and then worked by my side in Cambridge, Massachusetts; Manila, the Philippines; South Bend, Indiana; and now Princeton, New Jersey. His unmatched intellectual curiosity, profound insight, and charming irreverence often made me look at old material in new ways; this book and my life are all the better for it. Sarah and Rebecca Yashar-Gershman, our daughters, came along relatively late in the game, both born after the research was done and at a point when I thought I needed just one more year to complete the writing. That one year turned into several more, years that have hands down been the most exciting, hilarious, warm, if exhausting years of my life. 
